, but the quantitative relationship between these different structures has remained largely unclear. Actin itself is a globular monomeric protein, and these individual subunits can self-assemble into filamentous polymers. In cells, formation of actin filaments requires actin assembly factors, most notably formin proteins and the multi-subunit Arp2/3 complex. Formins and Arp2/3 complex are generally thought to assemble distinct, non-overlapping actin structures in cells. Such is the case in fission yeast cells, where Arp2/3 complex generates endocytic actin patches, while formins (named For3 and Cdc12 in this case) assemble polarized actin cables and the cytokinetic actin ring [5] . Both formins and Arp2/3 utilize actin monomers to form their respective structures, and numerous studies have investigated their regulated biochemical mechanisms [6] ; however, the connection between these distinct actin structures has remained unclear. Burke et al. [3] demonstrate that inhibition of one assembly factor leads to enhanced activity by the other in cells. These and other experiments reveal that actin assembly factors compete for a limiting pool of actin monomers in cells, leading to a homeostatic relationship between distinct actin networks.
Burke et al. [3] employed a series of simple yet innovative techniques to identify and characterize this competition between actin structures. Cells treated with the Arp2/3 inhibitor CK-666 rapidly lost actin patches, consistent with the requirement for Arp2/3 in generating these dynamic structures [7, 8] . Remarkably, loss of actin patches led to the rapid assembly of excess actin cables and rings. These ectopic structures required formins for their assembly and contained higher concentrations of actin filaments than endogenous formin-generated structures. Thus, formation of actin patches by Arp2/3 complex limits the assembly and size of actin structures by formin proteins.
As with any good competition, this phenomenon is not a one-way relationship. Previous work had shown that actin cables and rings disappear in the absence of formin proteins [9-11]. Burke et al. [3] found that loss of formin proteins also led to increased assembly of Arp2/3-dependent actin patches. Importantly, they showed that the overall number of actin patches increased, but the amount of actin per individual patch was unchanged. This means that forminmediated actin assembly limits the initiation of new actin patches by Arp2/3 complex, but additional factors must limit the absolute size of each patch. In combination, these experiments reveal a previously unknown homeostasis between actin networks in cells ( Figure 1 ). Though demonstrated in yeast cells, this principle likely applies to the balance of actin networks in a wide range of cell types in other organisms.
Homeostasis between actin networks could result from a simple competition for subunits between actin assembly factors. This model makes the simple prediction that the amount of both actin networks should scale with actin concentration. More actin would relieve the competition and build more of each network; less actin would make the limiting factor even scarcer. The answer turns out to be both complicated and fascinating. Increased actin levels drove the assembly of excess actin patches as predicted, but did not appear to have the same effect on cables [3] . Decreased actin levels inhibited actin patch assembly, but generated more cells with formin-assembled actin rings. This suggests that formin wins the competition when actin becomes scarce, although it remains possible that the increased number of cells with rings reflects slow dynamics of cytokinesis. Overall, these alterations to actin subunit concentration argue against a simple, linear competition between actin assembly factors. It seems likely that the many proteins studied as regulators of Arp2/3 and/or formins may also modulate the cellular competition between these assembly factors. In this sense, each nucleator likely serves as the captain of a larger team that works together in the hunt for cellular actin monomers. Of particular interest for team formin will be the actin-monomer binding protein profilin, which activates formins and shows genetic interactions consistent with a mediator of formin-versus-Arp2/3 competition [6, 7, 12, 13] .
In addition to uncovering homeostasis between actin networks, this work has revealed interesting differences between actin networks that coexist in the same cell. For example, excess formin-mediated actin assembly builds larger actin cables that contain higher actin concentration than normal. Thus, the size of a single cable is limited by the amount of actin available to formins. In contrast, increased actin assembly by Arp2/3 does not affect the size or dynamics of individual actin patches. Rather, a higher number of largely uniform actin patches appear in these cells. The uniform size of actin patches might reflect physical limits in patch size, or alternatively might mean that another component of patches serves as the limiting component to their size. This also suggests that the availability of actin to Arp2/3 limits the formation of new actin patches in cells. It will be interesting to see whether these network properties apply to actin networks assembled by formins versus Arp2/3 complex in other cell types, or alternatively whether these properties have been tailored to the specific needs of a yeast cell.
The exploitation competition that Burke et al. [3] Figure 1 . Homeostasis between different actin networks is fueled by competition. A recent study [3] shows that formins and Arp2/3 complex compete for a limiting pool of actin monomers, leading to homeostatic levels of formin-generated actin cables and Arp2/3-assembled actin patches. The evolutionary interests of individual males and females commonly differ [1, 2] . These differences are rooted in anisogamy -males produce smaller gametes than females [3] -and extend to all types of reproductive decisions often resulting in conflict over timing and frequency of mating, number of mating partners and rate of reproduction [1, 2, 4] . While there is broad empirical support for the key role of sexual conflict in the evolution of life histories in general [4, 5] , and male effects on female longevity and ageing in particular [6, 7] , we still know relatively little about the mechanisms by which one sex affects reproduction and longevity in the other sex. Moreover, despite the fact that the idea of a male deliberately harming its mate may be counterintuitive, there are several non-mutually-exclusive reasons as to why males could evolve to reduce female longevity. First, males can manipulate female reproduction by causing females to start reproducing earlier or at a higher rate, thereby increasing the cost of reproduction by diverting female resources away from somatic maintenance. Second, males can evolve traits that aid in sperm competition with females' potential future partners but are harmful to females thus indirectly reducing female longevity [6, 8] . Both of these explanations fall within the broadly defined 'pleiotropic harm hypothesis' [9] . Third, males may deliberately harm females in order to prevent females from re-mating and/or reduce female residual reproductive value and thereby cause females to invest relatively more into current reproduction [9] . A recent study in Science explores sexual conflict in Caenorhabditis elegans, where the sexes are male and hermaphrodite: Shi and Murphy [10] present a remarkable account of how both sperm and seminal fluids of male C. elegans tinker with at least two different molecular pathways that control ageing and longevity in hermaphrodites to cause death after the hermaphrodite has completed laying all of its eggs. Importantly, the authors present several findings in support of the hypothesis that hermaphrodites do not die simply because of an increased rate of reproduction. The authors suggest that males deliberately cause hermaphrodites/females to shrink and die in order to prevent them from mating with other males.
Costing Reproduction
Although an inverse relationship between reproduction and lifespan lies at the heart of life-history evolution, a complete understanding of its nature is constrained by the lack of knowledge of proximate mechanisms. The traditional view, as exemplified by the Y model of resource allocation, assumes that limited resources are allocated to competing functions, such as reproduction and somatic maintenance [11] . Recent advances in our understanding of endocrine regulation of life-history traits have led to the integration of the insulin/IGF-1 signaling pathway into the Y model [12] . Crucially, some costs of reproduction may result directly from the costs of mating, rather than from differential resource allocation, and male-induced harm to females could potentially play a key role in generating such costs. Yet distinguishing between costs associated with the classic trade-off between somatic maintenance and reproduction on one hand, and costs related to endocrine signalling that do not rely on differential resource allocation on the other, is notoriously difficult [12, 13] .
Shi and Murphy [10] document that mating decreases lifespan of C. elegans hermaphrodites by about 40% and describe two molecular pathways underlying these effects. The authors show that mating triggers two main physiological responses in C. elegans hermaphrodites -fat loss and shrinking -both of which contribute to premature death. Shrinking results from increased hypertonic stress susceptibility and is tightly coupled with germline proliferation induced by male sperm. The signal causing shrinking acts through the steroid hormone receptor DAF-12, which is in turn affected by the steroid-processing enzyme DAF-9 (cytochrome P450) and by a signal from the proliferating germline [10] . The fat loss induced by seminal fluid involves the inactivation of DAF-16, a transcription factor known for promoting lifespan extension in insulin-signaling mutants. Shrinking and longevity decreases are abolished in daf-12;daf-16 double mutants, suggesting that these pathways are sufficient to mediate the longevity costs of mating in C. elegans hermaphrodites. Furthermore, mating reduces the attractiveness of hermaphrodites to males.
Recent years have witnessed enormous progress in our understanding of how environmental
